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Atmtract - -We develop an algorithm to global ly solve the problem: 
minimize ( fo(=):  f i (x  ) < bi, i = 1 . . . . .  p}, 
where each function ] i ( i  ffi 0 . . . .  ,p) is piecewise linear and continuous over a common set C, and 
realized by taking convex interpolations of given function value= at a finite number of point=. Such 
problems are potentially nonconvex and thus likely to have proper local solutions. 
The algorithm that we develop is a Branch and Bound scheme, with linear prosran~ defining the  
subproblerus. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We assume n points a l , . . .  ,a n G R m are given, and that p + 1 values fo / , fu , . . .  , fp j  are 
associated with each of the given points. For each i E {0, 1,... ,p}, we will define a function f i  
over C, the convex hull of the points a l , . . . ,  a n, which is (a) piecewise linear, (b) continuous, and 
(c) equals f i j  at a i . We then present an algorithm to solve the (potentially nonconvex) problem: 
min{f°(x) subject o f i (x )  < bi, i "- 1,... ,p). 
The definition of f l  used here is based on a "Delaunay Decomposition" of C into simplices and 
can be interpreted as the direct extension of the piecewise linear fit of a function of a single 
variable that agrees with given function values and interpolates between adjacent points for the 
others. This kind of approximation has been used elsewhere (see, e.g., [1]) and we will show that 
it enjoys the property that the evaluation of any particular f i(z) entails the solution of a linear 
program. The definition and properties of the Delaunay approximation are given in Section 2. 
In Section 3, we address an optimization problem whose defining functions are Delaunay ap- 
proximations. It is shown there that the overall problem becomes a "two-stage" problem and 
hence belongs to a class of problems only recently addressed, and with limited success. A Branch 
and Bound scheme is devised for its solution. 
Section 4 consists of an example problem designed to illustrate the method. 
2. DELAUNAY APPROXIMATIONS 
Assume n points a l , . . .  , a n E R 'n are given, along with values f l , . . .  , fn associated with each 
of the given points. Let C denote the convex hull of the points a l , . . .  , a n. For each z E C, we 
wish to define a value f(z) such that 
j= l  
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where 
E ~jaj -" z, 
j= l  
n 
Eo,=I, 
./=1 
a j>0;  j=  1 , . . . ,n .  
There are, of course, any number of ways of doing this, since in general there are several ways of 
representing z as a convex combination of the points aJ. If f were a function of a single variable 
(see Figure 1), we would want to use those points aJ and a k adjacent to z to represent f (z) .  For 
z E Rm(rn > 1), we choose to use those m + 1 points a.i°,... ,a j'~ such that 
(i) z lies in the simplex generated by {aJ°,... ,aim}, and 
(ii) the hypersphere defined by {a.i°, . . . ,  a j'~} does not contain any of the other aJ's in its 
interior. The partitioning of G according to the above definition is termed a "Delaunay 
Partition" (the seminal paper is [2]) and has been used extensively to model spacial pat- 
terns in astronomy, biomathematics, geography, and a number of other fields (see [1] and 
the references listed therein). For each x, and the appropriate simplex {d° , . . .  , a j'~} as 
defined above, there is a unique set of a j 's  such that 
m 
Z : E aJkaJk' 
k=0 
171 
1 = E a j t ,  
k=0 
ajk > 0. 
We then define 
.f(=) = 
k--O 
f (x )  
I I I I 
a 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 
X v 
Figure 1. Piecewise linear interpolation. 
As an example, the Delannay Partition of the convex hull of eleven points in R 2 is sketched 
in Figure 3a. We note here that the definition is somewhat arbitrary. (Why use "hypersphere" 
instead of a particular ellipsoid, or even a hyper-rectangle?) This question is addressed later but 
cannot be completely resolved in general. Ultimately, however, one must choose some measure 
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of distance, and our choice of a hypersphere is equivalent to choosing to measure distance as 
Euclidean distance. The choice of another distance measure can change the approximation, but 
it turns out that this approximation is relatively insensitive to changes in the metric. 
The second arbitrary feature of the above definition is closely connected with the choice of 
metric. For certain ~aJ) sets and z values, it may happen that there is more than one set of 
m + 1 points {aJ} that satisfy (i) and (ii) above. For example, suppose that a i are chosen to be 
the four vertices of the unit square in R 2, i.e., a I = (0, 0), a 2 = (1,0), a 3 = (1, 1), a 4 = (0, 1). If 
z equals, say, (1/2, 3/4), we have either 
z=Cl14)a1+C112)a3+(114)a 4, 
or 
z=(114)a2+(l/4)a3+(l/2)a 4. 
If we had f l  = f3 = 0 and ]2 = f4 = 1, and used the above ai's to define f(112,314), we get 
either 
f(z)=(114)(O)+(112)(O)+(114)(1)=114, 
or 
f (z )  = (1/4)(1) -}- (1/4)(0) ~- (1/2)(1) = 3•4. 
The reason for the ambiguity is that the hypersphere defined by {al,a3,a 4) also has a 2 on its 
boundary. A different choice of metric might sidestep this difficulty, but we will simply assume 
that this form of degeneracy will not appear in our problems. This assumption will be im- 
posed after we state and prove the following fundamental theorem leading to the characterization 
of f (z) .  
The following theorem implies that, for a given z, the determination f a simplex satisfying (i) 
and (ii) above can be realized by solving a linear program with m + 1 constraints and n variables. 
We have not been able to locate a reference to this result in the literature, but Chris Witzgall of 
the National Bureau of Standards uggested it to the second author. 
p2 p$ 
Figure 2. Geometric interpretation f branching. 
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THEOREM. Let {at,... ,a"} beaset 
minimize 
subject to 
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of given points in R m, and let ~ be a solution of the problem: 
t$ 
~E>./Ila./II ~ 
j=!  
Ea ja J  = z ,  problem AP(z)  
./=1 
n 
Ea j  = 1, 
./=1 
a./ >__0. 
Then the hypersphere S(-~) de/~ned by the m + 1 points a./°,... ,a ./m where ~jk is a basic com- 
ponent of'ff does not contain any other a i in its interior. 
PROOF. We first characterize the hypersphere defined by a./°,... , a jrn. This hypersphere is easily 
shown to exist as AP(z)  obviously has a solution, and the corresponding basic columns 
(/o) 
must be linearly independent. This implies that the points a./°,... , a ./m are not coplanar, and 
hence define a hypersphere in H m. 
Let c denote the center of this hypersphere. Then [[c-aJk[] 2 = Ilc-a./t[[ 2 for all k , t  = 0, . . .  , m, 
i.e., 
- -~cT  a ./k Jr Ila./~ll 2 = - -2cT  a ./t -t-Ila./~ll 2, 
so that 
cT(a  ./~ --  ~./~) = 1/2(11a./~112 -- I I . Jk l l2) .  (1)  
Setting t = 0 and k = 1, . . .  , m, we get m linearly independent equations uniquely defining the 
m components of c. Note that any point a in the interior of this sphere satisfies 
IIc - all ~ < lie - a . /° l? ,  
i.e., 
2cT (a ./° - a) < Ila./°ll 2 - Ilall 2. 
Now the dual of AP(z )  is 
maximize uTx + v 
subject to uTa ./ + v < I[a/ll 2 
The solution (~, v) of the problem has 
~Ta./~ +~ = Ila./kll ~ 
j ~ i~°.. ~n. 
(2) 
for k = O, 1, . . .  , m, since ~jk is basic. Thus 
"~T (aJ° -- a./k) = Ila./°ll 2 - I la ik l l2  
for k -- 1, . . .  , m. But these equations are the same in (1), with c = 1/2tL Thus we see that the 
solution of the dual problem yields the center of the desired hypersphere. 
Now let a be one of the given a./'s, but not a ./°, a./X,... ,a pn. We have, from above, 
~T~ + ~ ~ 11~112 
so that 
~T a --~TaJo < Ilall 2 -Ila./°ll 2, 
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i.e., 
o - =) >_. I1  °112 - I I= I I  2, 
which violates (2) above, and the proof is complete. 
We are now in a position to state a basic assumption that eliminates the problems of nonunique- 
heSS mentioned earlier. 
ASSUMPTION. For any z E C, we will assume that the solution ~ of problem AP(z) is unique. 
Note that we do not insist that the basis representation f ~ be unique. Such an assumption 
would be completely inappropriate for certain values of z lying on an edge of a Delaunay Simplex. 
Referring to Figure 3, a point x halfway between a1 and a 1° has two basic representations: one 
in terms of {al,ag,a 1°} and the other in terms of {al,a~,al°}. In both cases, however, ~ has 
~1 = ~10 = 1/2 and all other ~j = 0. 
We now summarize the definition of f(z). 
DEFINITION. Let z E C. Then 
n 
= 
j=l 
where aj is the (unique) solution of AP(z). 
7 
15 I 10 
a ! a 2 
1 /  "$ 
a 9 .$~ 
-1 
Q 
Figure 3. Delaunay trianb, ulation and function definitions. 
Before passing on to the optimization problem, we remark on the effects of a change in scale 
(equivalently, a change in the definition of "distance") on f (z) .  A change in scale can be realized 
by setting y = Sz where S is a positive definite matrix. Then problem AP(x)  becomes 
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n 
minimize 
S=I 
n 
subject to Z 
S=l 
n 
as IlSaS II 
a s Sd  = Sz, 
subject to Z asfiJ <- bi i = 1,. . .  ,p, 
minimize 
subject to 
where a solves the problem 
S'(::) = F_,  sY, J 
j= l  
when the aj 's  solve the problem AP(x). It is essential to note that the subsidiary problem AP(z) 
is the same for all functions f i(z).  We wish to solve the problem P: 
P : v* =minimize f°(x) 
subject to fi(x) < bi i "-- 1,... ,p 
where each function fi is defined above. 
We note that this problem has the general form of a "two-stage" optimization problem 
F°(z,a) 
Fi(z,a) <_ bi (i = 1,... ,p), 
minimize G(a) 
subject a E S. 
These problems are generally among the most difficult optimization problems to solve, and only 
limited success has been made for special cases (see, e.g., [3]). 
The algorithm that we are proposing is somewhat similar to an earlier scheme devised by the 
author to globally optimize problems defined by separable functions [4]. The similarity stems 
from the initial relaxation of the requirement that z be represented as a convex combination 
of "neighbors," and a successive tightening of this relaxation, until the requirement is satisfied. 
Branch and Bound is used to monitor the subproblems. 
Initially, we define problem px: 
n 
p l :  minimize v "~--~ ajfoj 
j=l 
3"=1 
a j= l  
j----1 
aj _>0, j= l , . . . ,n .  
j= l  
aj _>0. 
Since S is positive definite, the above constraints are equivalent to the constraints of AP(x). Only 
the coefficients lisa ill 2 in the objective function change, although they still remain nonnegative. 
In order for a change to occur in f (z) ,  the matrix S would have to change enough to force a 
change in the optimal solution of AP(x), and this is the reason for our earlier remark that f(x) 
was relatively insensitive to a change in the metric. 
3. THE OPT IMIZAT ION PROBLEM 
Now assume that, for each of the points aJ(j = 1, . . .  ,n), there are given p + 1 "function" 
values foj, . . .  , fnJ, so that we have p + 1 functions f i(x) defined by 
Z aj "-" 1, 
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Let a l  denote a solution of this problem. Since we are not imposing the requirement that a 1 
solve AP(X)  for any z, the optimal value v 1 obtained from p1 is clearly a lower bound on v*: 
vl ~ V*. 
In order to check if a l  solves P, we first compute zl: 
z I = ~ aJai 
j= l  
and solve problem AP(z  1) = 
AP(z l )  : 
minimize ~ Ila ll 2 
j= l  
subject to E ~ja j = z 1, 
j f l  
j--I 
o~j >_ O, j = 1, . . .  ,n. 
Let &! denote the solution of AP(z l ) .  If &1 = &l, we are done. Otherwise, the value 
n 
~_, aj Ai 
.i=1 
yields an upper bound to v °, if & satisfies the other constraints of P. 
An even sharper upper bound may often be calculated with a small amount of effort. The basic 
variables of &x correspond to the corners {aJ°,...  , aJP) of a Delaunay simplex. If we minimize 
Y~ ~jfoj over feasible points (if any) in this simplez, we will obtain the sharpest bound possible. 
Now we assume that a x does not solve problem P. 
Whatever be the solution a" of P, it must satisfy the complementary slackness conditions of 
problem AP(z*):  
~;(~Ta J  "~- V -- Ilaill 2) = 0. 
Since ~1 does not solve P, at least one of its basic components must be nonbasic in a*. This 
leads to the following branching rule: 
BRANCHING RULE. Select J such that ~j. (uTa J + v -- [[aJl[ 2) is maximal for all j - 1, . . .  ,n 
where u and v are the dual variables associated with the solution of px. Define the two new 
problems 
p2 __ same as px, except set ¢~j = 0. 
pa __ same as P*, except add the constraint (uTa J -t- v -- Ilaql2). 
Note that the solution o 2 of problem p2 will be different from ~1. Also note that the solution of 
pS is actually ~:, so that no new computation eed be done here. 
Geometrically, problem p2 is examining a problem wherein a y has been discarded, i.e., we 
are, in effect, saying that z ° does not lie within any of the Delaunay simpliees that have a J as a 
vertex. Problem/>3 on the other hand, restricts z* to one of these simplices. Figure 2 exhibits 
this interpretation. 
There is no particularly strong justification in choosing the branching variable as above, and a 
potentially better (but more expensive) rule wotild entail measuring the increase in the optimal 
value of pX, when each currently basic variable in set to zero. Then one could select hat J which 
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promises to yield the highest possible optimal value to p2, with the hope that branching will 
never return to p2. 
In general, the problem pt will be selected for further branching which has the smallest (i.e. 
most promising) lower bound associated with it. Problem pt has the form 
minimize 
pt  : subject to 
71 
~_, a1 foi 
j=l 
~jfi/  <_ bi 
j=i  
n 
i=  l , . . .  ,p, 
j= l  
uTa j "I'V = Ilail? j • K ' ,  
a i =0 j • j r ,  
aj >0 j= l , . . . ,n .  
i.e., problem pt  will reflect a number of restrictions of the form aj = 0 (a J is not a vertex of 
the simplex containing x*) or uTa j + v -" Ilail[ 2 (a/ is a vertex of the simplex containing z*), 
which were added from previous branchings. Problems p~+l and pt+2 are defined in a similar 
manner to the way in which p2 and pS were formed from p1; i.e., the index Jt associated with 
the largest value of aj(uTa "i + v -- IlaJ[I ~) is chosen, driven to zero in pt+l ,  and compelled to go 
basic in pt+2 by adding the constraint uT a Jt + v = Ilalt]] 2. 
Note that, since pt+2 will always have the same lower bound as its parent, pt, branching will 
always be to the right on the Branch and Bound tree, until no further branching is possible. 
Since aJ • R 'n, there will be (in general) at most m+ 1 equations of the form uWa j + v = Ilailll 2 
on any problem Pt; i.e., any branch on the tree can have at most m + 1 links to the right. 
Note also, problem pt+l has in effect one less variable than its parent Pt,  from the imposition 
of the constraint ajr = 0. Thus the tree is finite. Note that a node t becomes terminal whenever 
the answer to problem AP(x  t) agrees with the solution a t of problem pt.  
4. I LLUSTRATIVE  EXAMPLE 
The data for the example is given in Table 1. There are 11 given points and 3 functions values 
at each point. This example was constructed to exhibit a highly nonconvex program and its 
solution. 
Table 1. Data for Example 1 
m u u u u u u u u u BEd, EB ml.tl 
.a j. 
 mmmmgn.,n.,-. ,=-,-mmmmvmm  
n n n n n u u , u ,  unmu mn 
m n n n n - - - - - - - - n n m  
Figure 3 illustrates the Delaunay triangulation of {a l , . . .  , a 11 ) with the above function values, 
the isovalue contours of each of the functions fo, f l ,  and f2, and the resulting feasible region. 
Note that the feasible region is composed of 4 disjoint subsets. 
Problem p1 thus has 11 variables a l , . . .  , a l l  and 3 constraints. The solution of p1 is 
a 1 = (1/4, 1/2,0,0,0,0,0,  1/4,0,0,0) 
with value --- 1.25. To check if a 1 yields a global solution, we compute 
x 1 = (3.50,  3 .75)  
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Figure 4. Branch and Bound solution. 
and solve problem AP(z : )  to obtain: 
a 1 = (0, 1/4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1/12, 0, 0, 2/3, 0). 
While &l itself does not satisfy the constraints of problem P, it does identify the Delaunay simplex 
whose corners are a 2, a 7 and a 1°. In this simplex we obtain an upper bound of 5. Variables 1, 2, 
and 8 are eligible for branching, so we compute 
o , I ( l l aX l l  2 - ua x - v)= 11.28s 
~( l la~l l  ~ - ~,a ~ - , , )  = 0.009 
~( I I ,8112 - , ,a  s - ~)  = 2 .78s  
and decide to branch on variable 1. 
Figure 4 exhibits the tree corresponding to the solution of the example: 
~" = (1 /4 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1 /2 ,0 ,  I /4,  0, o, 0), 
x" = (I, 3), 
v* = 1.25. 
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